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Visited the schem.At the time of visiting hours they
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Lordharding is a union of Lalmohan Upazilla. At last
28.04.2016 PIC visited Hagi Mostofa Kamal road of 02
no. ward which was ongoing and quarter to one
kilometer.
The
PIC
visited that
scheme to
keep
the
standards of
the scheme
and
continuing
Hanginng sign board by the initative of PIC
transparency
and accountability. Many people use this road
everyday and go to lordharding bazar and GM bazar
.The fishermen also use this road when they go to
catch fishes. The cropland and the height of the road
were same and everywhere it was broken and was not
usable for the vehicles.In rainy season water used to
cross the road. As a result the school going children
and general people could not use this road and faced
many problems . The general people of this area said
that they informed about this problem for 20-25 years
but UP did not give any importance. At last year at the
time of ward sova the wcc members demanded
strongly to repair the road from the five year plan. To
consider the situation of the people up initiated to
repair the road from the LGSP. To keep the
transparency and accountability the PIC was formed
of five members. By the recommendation of the UJS
the
UJS
member
RIkta Rani
was
included as
the
member of
the PIC. At
26.04.16
Visiting PIC of road construction activites
the
meeting of PIC WAS held by the presidential role of
Baset Husain and discussed about various things. The
total expenditure of the project is 150000 T.K. THE 5
feet high and the width is 10 feet and dressing should
be done before work and finally anotice board should
be hanged. There was a decision of the meeting that
PIC would visit the work at the time of continuing the
the work. As per the decision the at 28.04,16 Abdul

Fifth year
Saw that the mud eas not spread five fit high and 10th
fide wide inspite of there was arole of doing this. And
there masor observation that there was no sign board
at that scheme and it was informed to the UP
chairman. The PIC phoned the Chairman and informed
about this. By hearing this chairman phoned the head
of labour and demonstrated to follow the rules for
repairing the road and imidieatly hang the sign board.
BY the information of PIC the road was repaired again
by throwing more mud at those places and a sign
board was hanged. By seeing the movement of PIC
many people were astonished which was not seen
again by them. PIC member Salauddin said if the PIC is
active then the standards
the work will be
‡deªyqvix of
- 2015
increased. Ritika Rani said that Union Jonsongothon
helped much to organize PIC.As a member of UJS I
have included to PIC and I am tring to do my dutiy
appropriately.Genaraly PIC do not arrang their
meeting and write their regulation at home but their
was a dout that they have arranged their meeting.We
have identified lot of problems and we are trying to
solved this problems by the help of UP chairman.We
have informed this problems to the UP chairman and
he solved this problems instantliy but this will not be
possible if the PIC is not active. The UJS Secretary
Ricta Rani said we are trying making active PIC
because if PIC is active then the standards of the work
will be increased.

Jarina Begum has got the old allowance
by the initiatives of Jonosangoto
Jarina Begum is an old woman of 66 years old her
husband name is Md. Ajilluah and they are the
resident of 1 no, ward Magi Bari under Chadpur
union. Jarina begum has been living hand to mouth.
As a result of river erosion and live in others land. Her
husband is an old man and two sons reside in
Chittagong
and
don’t
help them.
As a result
Jarina
Begum has
been living
very
painfully.
They
have
Rabyea begum is giving old allounce
not
got
any
govt.
card card to Jarina begum.
facility from the union parisod. The UJS member
Rabeya Begum seeing the condition of Jarina
discussed with UJS leaders and met with chairman for
an old allowance For Jarina Begum and the chairman
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told them considering this later. Rabeya Begum is an
active woman of UJS. So every officers of upazilla
know her
nicely.
Rabeya
Begum
with other
active
woman
Eianur
After getting old alowunce card the expression
Begum met
of Jarina begum
with
upazilla chairman and discussed about Jarina Begum.
A beneficiary of old allowance getting died suddenly
and there was an opportunity of transforming the
card. Many powerful leaders wanted to transfer this
card for their relatives but at last the card was
transferred to Jarina Begum by the hard work of
Rabeya Begum. At 20.04.16 Rabeya Begum went to
jarina Begums house and and gave the card to her
hand which serial no was -1152 and the bank account
no was 9043. Still now she will get 400 T.K. every
month. Jarina Begum said that she is an old woman
and her husband is an inactive man, nobody helped
them before this. She also told her the UJS worked
hard for her. The UJS member Rabeya Begum said
that there is no rule anywhere and the cards are sold
by the amount of money. The poor don’t get their
rights. She also said that we are working for removing
the indiscipline of our society.

After dialogue the standards of family
Planning services have increased
At 29.03.2016 a dialogue of family planning was
arranged by the District Jonosongoton at Muslim
Institute,
Public
library for
cooperatin
g
of
demand
and supply
of UHFWC.
The chief
Family planning standard has increased by
courtyard meeting.
guest
of
this dialogue was Mr. Mahamudul Haque Azad ,
deputy director ,family planning,Bhola. By this
dialogue various decisions were taken by the
recommendation of the participants. An important
decision was arranging courtyard meeting regularly
and mobilizing the general people for getting family
planning services. Actually this types of meeting was
not held in spite of having this for their regular
activities. As a result the Jonosongoton leaders
informed this at that dialogue. After that the court
yard meeting activities began with the presence of
family planning visitors and FPA. They are delivering

awareness for getting contraceptives of family
planning. Like other places of at Charkholifa union at
10.04.16 therevwas arranged a courtyard meeting and
there was present family planning visitors Mr. Aliullah
and FPA Husnara. They described various merits and
de merits of family planning. The wcc president Salma
Begum said the court yard meeting will be arranged
regularly because many people are becoming
conscious because of this meeting. The wcc secretary
Md. Sofi said that there was a superstition of not
taking family planning but by the courtyard meeting
they are changing their mentality. He also said thad
there is no alternatives of courtyard meeting.

The role of wcc for making ward
Development plan
Under safety net coverage the list of beneficiary,
infrastructural and non infrastructural development
planning is
continuing
at
ward
level of 12
unions in
Bhola
district.
The ward
sovas are
Drawing social map of WCC with local
stackholders

arranging
at
the
public places with the presence of UP chairmen,
members, secretaries and other stakeholders. The
members of wcc are helping the up by the invitation
of of various places, making various schemes by FGD
by making social map and identifying problems of the
wards and preparing priority setting sectorally.The
wcc members are also showing this to the general
public for realizing this nicely.
Name of the activites
Monthly Ward Cittizen committee
meeting
Monthly UJS meeting
Bio-Monthly UP Coordination Meeting
Bio-Monthly
Standing
Committee
meeting
Ward Shova
Tax Miking

Target

Achieve

108

108

12
05
32

12
05
32

60
03

60
03
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